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August and another 2 Dogs rolled by and a good time was had by all. Col.
Stone swore in a few members in Maggie Valley and one was a Georgia
Trooper, Nathan Renner, aka Bob. Many thanks to Ben Locks for all the
hard work and assisting with the activities that went on from Thursday
thru Saturday. Next month we’re having our annual event at the VA
Hospital on the 21st and the following day is our quarterly state meeting in
Warner Robins. Details will be out concerning the quarterly meeting in the
next issue of our bi-monthly event calendar. We have a lot going on
during September & October, Bo will include all the events in the event
calendar, keep an eye out for it. Our first Georgia annual will be held
during the May time frame, the committee will report on this during the

quarterly meeting.
Given the view of our current liberal administrations misguided perception on self protection, the
second amendment and States Rights are being challenged again, which is nothing new. Remarks
were made during a recent Florida trial by the president which in my opinion were very inappropriate.
Any official remarks should have been left up to the State. The article below is to the point and
leaves no room for interpretation.
Human beings only have two ways to deal with one another, reason and force. If you want me to do
something for you, you have a choice of either convincing me via argument, or force me to do your
bidding under threat of force. Every human interaction falls into one of those two categories, without
exception. Reason or force, that’s it.
In a truly moral and civilized society, people exclusively interact through persuasion. Force has no
place as a valid method of social interaction, and the only thing that removes force from the menu is
the personal firearm, as paradoxical as it may sound to some.
When I carry a gun, you cannot deal with me by force. You have to use reason and try to persuade
me, because I have a way to negate your threat or employment of force. The gun is the only
personal weapon that puts a 100-pound woman on equal footing with a 220-pound mugger, a 75year old retiree on equal footing with a19-year old gang banger, and a pizza delivery guy on equal
footing with a carload of drunk guys with baseball bats. The gun removes the disparity in physical
strength, size, or numbers between a potential attacker and a defender.
There are plenty of people who consider the gun as the source of bad force equations. These are
the people who think that we’d be more civilized if all guns were removed from society, because a
firearm makes it easier for a mugger to do his job. That, of course, is only true if the mugger’s
potential victims are mostly disarmed either by choice or by legislative fiat–it has no validity
when most of a mugger’s potential marks are armed. People who argue for the banning of arms ask
for automatic rule by the young, the strong, and the many, and that’s the exact opposite of a civilized
society. A mugger, even an armed one, can only make a successful living in a society where the
state has granted him a force monopoly.
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Then there’s the argument that the gun makes confrontations lethal that otherwise would only result
in injury. This argument is fallacious in several ways. Without guns involved, confrontations are won
by the physically superior party inflicting overwhelming injury on the loser. People who think that
fists, bats, sticks, or stones don’t constitute lethal force watch too much TV, where people take
beatings and come out of it with a bloody lip at worst. The fact that the gun makes lethal force easier
works solely in favor of the weaker defender, not the stronger attacker. If both are armed, the field is
level. The gun is the only weapon that’s as lethal in the hands of an octogenarian as it is
in the hands of a weightlifter. It simply wouldn’t work as well as a force equalizer if it wasn’t both
lethal and easily employable.
When I carry a gun, I don’t do so because I am looking for a fight, but because I’m looking to be left
alone. The gun at my side means that I cannot be forced, only persuaded. I don’t carry it because
I’m afraid, but because it enables me to be unafraid. It doesn’t limit the actions of those who would
interact with me through reason, only the actions of those who would do so by force. It removes
force from the equation…and that’s why carrying a gun is a civilized act.
Don’t forget October is SCV dues time so please get your dues in on time to your Camps.
Wayne-----Captain
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Safety Tip from your Safety Sgt
1. Wear A Helmet
Your mom's a smart lady -- you should listen to her. When she told you to always wear a helmet as a kid,
she did so for a reason. Your cranium may have gotten a little thicker in the ensuing years, but no matter
how dense it may be, it won't protect you against a solid crack against concrete.
Brain damage is no fun, eating through a straw is hardly pleasant and trying to communicate with a
damaged parietal cortex is no walk in the park. Don't be an idiot; wear a helmet. You may never need it,
but when you do, you'll be glad you did. I found out the hard way about DOT approved helmets.
2. Wear Gloves
This one may seem innocuous, but just think about it for a second. Every time you fall, what's the first
thing you do? You put your damned hands out. It's human instinct, and when you're flying off your
handlebars at 50 miles an hour, all you have is human instinct. If you're wearing a pair of simple leather
gloves in the case of a minor spill, you'll likely come away with a few scratches at worst. If you had on a
proper set of gauntlets like these, I doubt you'd even break the skin.
3. Wear Proper Boots
You may have grown up tooling around on your cousin's Vespa in nothing but a pair of sandals and swim
trunks, but that doesn't mean you should continue doing so. Why wear solid over-the-ankle footwear?
That old Vespa likely weighed at most 300 pounds -- take a Heritage Softail for a spin, and you're
working with nearly 800 pounds of chromed-out metal. When you accidentally tip that bad boy over and
experience that "oh, sh*t" moment and grunt like the Hulk to save your baby, the last thing you want is
your foot slipping out or your ankle giving way. Good soles are essential, as is ample ankle support.
A proper jacket and pair of pants are also essential. In the event of a real spill, only proper riding leathers
will give you the protection you need. The last thing you want to be is a SQUID (Stupid Quick
Underdressed and Imminently Dead).
4. Look Where You Want To Go
You go where you look -- it's just how it works. When you enter a corner, it's imperative that you turn your
head and look through the turn to where you want to go. There's nothing like the sensation of entering a
corner and all of a sudden realizing that you're not turning, you're just going straight toward the opposite
lane of traffic. Then you realize you're staring at a goofy-looking rock on the far side of the road and the
light bulb goes off, you turn your head, look out at the exit of the curve, give a little lean and you're in the
clear.
5. Never Use The Front Brake First
When a raccoon leaps out at you, a semi decides to change lanes or your exit pops up out of nowhere
and it's time to hit the brakes and shed that speed, never hit the front brakes first. NEVER. You must train
your instincts to always go for the rear brake first. If you grab the front break with any kind of enthusiasm
at speed, you will eat it. This is not a question; it is a fact. Brake first with your foot, not your hand -- you'll
be glad you did.
6. Slow In
Turning in, leaning down and powering out -- there's nothing like it. And when you get in the flow and
you're cutting apex after apex, you're going to want to kick things up a notch. You need to remember to
keep things in line, though, and always brake before you enter a curve. Racing drivers preach the church
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of smoothness, and that means accelerating and decelerating in a straight line. Grabbing the brakes in
the midst of a corner is liable to upset your weight distribution, mess with your traction and generally
screw things up.
The faster you're going, the more these effects are magnified. Go in too hot, grab the brakes in a panic
and you'll realize that you would have been much happier if you had just downshifted and chilled a
bit. Slow in, fast out -- leave the speed for your way out.
If you want to learn more about Harley-Davidson's 110 years of history, check out my feature on the
evolution of Harley-Davidson.
7. Watch Out For Sand And Debris
A motorcycle has much less traction than a car, and when debris like sand and gravel get between you
and the road, it can have very detrimental effects. To avoid getting screwed by the sandman, you should
always be on the lookout for sand and gravel and avoid driving over it in the first place. This means
avoiding the shoulder and being aware of things like construction sites.
When riding in a group, it's important to help each other out and point out roadside hazards as they
appear. Point out with your left hand for debris and obstacles when they're on your left and kick out your
right foot to let your buddies know when there's a big patch of gravel on the right.
When you do have to go over a patch of sand, the key is to keep it slow and smooth, avoiding abrupt
throttle or brake inputs. You also want to try and keep your bike as upright as possible. Lose traction at a
50-degree angle and you're going to go down; lose traction while perpendicular to the ground and you
should be able to roll right on.
8. Don't Drink
This should really be a no-brainer, but never ride while intoxicated. Two beers can be as dangerous as
six because riding requires making split-second decisions and reacting with precision and
confidence. Alcohol not only slows your reaction time but gives you a false sense of confidence, making
you more likely to try and squeeze through that disappearing gap or take on a corner way too hot. It's
your responsibility to avoid collisions and maintain safe spacing while on the road. Doing so while stone
sober is demanding enough as it is. Doing so while seeing double and burping up bubbles of booze -nigh on impossible.
9. Act Like Nobody Has Mirrors
The average commuter is off in his or her own little world, chatting away with their friends, dreaming of
tomorrow's party or scanning the radio 'cause they need to tweak it like Miley. They are doing everything
but looking out for motorcyclists, and this means you need to be constantly on your guard. A good rule is
to act as if everyone around you has no mirrors and can only see straight ahead. This means you've got
to avoid blind spots, maintain proper spacing and assume that everyone and anyone may unexpectedly
change lanes at a moment's notice. This may sound like an imposing task, and it is, but with time it will
become second nature.
10. Roll Into It
The key to riding safely is keeping things smooth. Just as you never want to slam on the brakes, you
never want to tear open the throttle. It's all about keeping the bike and yourself balanced. This applies as
much to operating the machine as it does to approaching how and when you drive. Don't expect to drive
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cross-country a week into your license. Know your limits and be aware of how much and what kind of
experience you have.
You never stop learning, and every ride is an opportunity to refine and develop your skills. If you're just
getting started, find a friend who rides and follow along. Watching how more experienced riders handle
themselves is one of the best ways to learn and improve. If you're an experienced rider, don't be miffed
by newbies asking advice -- you were once there, too. Every rider should take pride in ushering in new
members to the club that is motorcycling -- just make sure they know these essential tips so they can
have the time of their lives and keep on doing so for years to come.
Killer

Two Dogs
Two Dogs this year was like none of the others I have attended. It had a first, Col Kevin Stone got married. They
did it up right and any true Southerner would have been proud to be there. They had bikes lined up for the
walkway and of course each bike had a battle flag flying high. Kevin’s Bride Krystal walk the bike walkway to the
ceremony in front of a large battle flag. They said their vows and walked back through the bike. They had a nice
cake which everyone enjoyed. Thanks to Kevin and Krystal for sharing their wedding with us at Two Dogs.
The rides were great, on Friday we rode the Rattler 290 cures in 24 miles. Nice ride, not too bad on the curves. Not
like the Tail of the Dragon. You could enjoy the ride without worrying about getting killed.
The North Carolina Troops did a great job, and thanks to Yankee Tom he was the busiest guy there. They had
great entertainment and a DJ playing music, a guy setting himself on fire and diving into the pool. I have never
seen anything like that before at a Mechanized Cavalry meeting. Below are some of the pictures taken at Two
Dogs. We all had a great time and already looking forward to next year.

The bike walkway and Kevin’s Bride Krystal starting down the walkway.
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Kevin and Krystal Stone during the
wedding ceremonies walking back
through the crowd of friends. This was a
special event for all in attendance.
Thanks Kevin to and Krystal for sharing
their marriage ceremony with the
Mechanized Cavalry. After all we are
family.

Most of the Georgia
Mechanized Cavalry
members in
attendance at Two
Dogs. We didn’t bring
home the attendance
trophy for most State
members at Two Dogs
but we did a great job.
It was good to see all
of the Georgia boys.
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Bobby Bradford at
the Rattler. It was a
great ride, about
115 miles on Friday
that included the
Rattler. At the end
of the Rattler in
Ashville NC we had
lunch at a great
restaurant. They
had several specials
just for us, good
food and company.

Getting ready for
the ride. NC boys
did a great job
planning the rides
on Friday and
Saturday.
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Around The State

Troop 1
Lt. Denny Forster reports the GA SCVMC 150th annual Battle of Chickamauga is September 20th,
21st and 22nd. Several of the Troop 1 members will be involved in the event, all are invited and
hope to see you there if possible. Check out the link to the 150th Annual Battle of Chickamauga
web site for more information. http://www.150thanniversarychickamauga.com/
Troop 1 is a growing Troop, over August two new members were sworn in. Greg Robinson and
Nathan "Bob" Renner. Welcome brothers.
Greg Robinson was sworn in by me at the State of
Dade Camp meeting on Tuesday the 20th of August.

Nathan "Bob" Renner was
sworn in at Two Dogs by
Kevin Stone. Capt. Wayne
Scarborough presented his
certificate.
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Troop 2
Troop 2 has been very active in new member recruitment in August. Below are three photos from
the Troop 2 Meeting held at Sgt. Major Tommy Cofield's on August 18th. There were 23 Troopers
in attendance at the meeting including two new members (David Myers and Garry Goodman) who
were sworn into the mechanized cavalry. Topics discussed were the Two Dogs Annual and
various upcoming Camp events in our area. After the meeting, the Troopers participated in a
group ride to Dahlonega followed by some fun and fellowship at Smileys Tavern.

L to R - David "Cowboy" Myers, Lt. Tim
Bassett, Gary Goodman proudly displaying
their Stainless.

Lt. Tim Bassett swearing in new members
L to R - Lt, Garry Goodman and David
"Cowboy" Myers.
.
Troop 2 group picture capturing 23 Troopers
that showed to support the swearing in of new
members and a Troop meeting.
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Troop 3
This month Troop 3 sworn in two new Mechanized Cavalry members. Great to see the
membership growing.
On 6 August Ben Locks was sworn in by Lt. Dan at the Cliett
Cemetery in Byron Ga. Ben is a member of the Lt. James T.
Woodward Camp #1399 in Warner Robins Ga. Several of Troop 3
members supported Bens swearing in.

Third Gear’s New Ride
2007 Yamaha Road Star 1700, nice looking bike.
Last month I highlighted
Third Gears new ride. On
Wednesday 24 July not
long after getting the bike
he hit a deer. One of the
deer’s antlers punctured
his left shoulder about 4
inches deep, hitting and
severely bruising his left
thigh. He suffered several
areas of road rash, cuts
and bruises. He had
surgery a few days later
to reconnect his left
shoulder. Third Gear
commented at 2 Dogs
when I saw him the crash
bar took most of the
force from the deer and
may have saved his life.
Glad to say he is on the
mend and will be back on
the road with us soon.
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On August 8 PeeWee swore in Mike Faircloth
in PeeWee shop. Mike and his son also Mike
are new Mechanized Cavalry and members of
the Dublin SCV camp. PeeWee is the
Commander of the Dublin, Capt. Hardy B.
Smith Camp #104 Camp. Mikes handle will be
#1 and his son #2. 

SCV-MC Org Chart-Third Battalion Company B (Georgia)
STAFF

Col. Kevin Stone, Commanding

STAFF

Lt. Col Greg Kalof

STAFF

3rd Bat. Maj. Johnny Strickland

1st. Lt. Chief of Staff,
Tim (Trigger) Hawkins

Capt. Wayne Scarborough

2nd Lt. Asst Chief of Staff,
Bob Blankenship

Troop 1, 1st Lt.,
Denny (Vudu) Forster

Troop 2, 1st Lt.,
Tim (Slipper) Bassett

Troop. 3, 1st Lt.,
William (Bud) Cranford

Troop 4, 1st Sgt.,
Robert Ballard

1st Lt. Chaplin,
Jim (Oatmeal) Hudson

1st Sgt.,
Larry Wheeler

2nd Lt.
Bob Blankenship

2nd Lt.
Jerry Bridges

Sgt.,
David Guest

2nd Lt. Treasurer, Phil
(10 Gauge) Cheatwood

Sgt. Maj
Wm. (ZBoom) Lockhart

Sgt. Maj.
Tommy Cofield

Sgt. Maj.
Steve (TAZ) Cook

2nd Lt. Comms Officer,
James (Bo) Hall

1st Sgt.,
Larry Knight

1st. Sgt.,
Michael Kilpatrick

Safety Sgt,
Michael Kilpatrick

1st Sgt
Lionel Harris

2nd Lt. Trustee,
Jackie (PeeWee) Dillon
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Troop 1 Cavalry

Troop 2 Cavalry

Troop 3 Cavalry

Troop 4 Cavalry

Mechanized Cavalry Patches for
Sale, Price Includes Shipping
We are including a price list and a picture of
available Mechanized Cavalry patches. They will
also be available at the Quarterly meetings. Patch
size shown here is not to scale.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$8.00 - each
$16.00 rockers - set
$26.00 Flag, $8.00 for patch - each
$3.00 - each (Close Out)
$8.00 – each
$8.00 GA 3rg Cav Patch

Send all orders to:
Jackie Dillon
612 Briarcliff Rd.
Dublin Ga. 31021

Top and
Bottom
Rockers
sold as a
Set.
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D.

G.

K.

Please enclose check payable to:
“SCV-GA Mechanized Cavalry” Also
enclose a return address. Order
patches by letter to the left of each
patch.
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F.
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